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Introduction  
• Delay/Disruption tolerant networks (DTNs) 

o Support interoperability  

o Tolerate delay and disruption  

o Intermittent/Scheduled/opportunistic communication links  

• DTN-oriented routing  
o New problem 

o Challenges: mobile, power-limited, intermittently-available links 

o Also help to provide off-loading for centralized wireless communication 

• Node mobility in DTNs 
o Large scale movement causes disconnection 

o Realizes message delivery 

• “store-carry-forward” mode adopted  
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DTN Routing 
• Categories 

o Deterministic routing  

o History or predication-based routing 

o Epidemic routing  

• Rational  
o For most DTNs, node mobility is not entirely random 

• Carried by human beings 

• Promising solution 
o Aggregate contacts in the past 

o Use social graph 

o Predict future contact likeliness 

o Use metrics from complex network analysis 

o Make forwarding decisions  
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In this work 
• Design a modeling approach for DTNs 

o Weighted graph derived  

• Put forward the concept of a delay-tolerant 

network backbone 
o Used for message forwarding in DTNs 

• Develop the delay-tolerant connected dominating 

set (DTCDS) concept and problem 
o To approximate the delay-tolerant network backbone 

• Propose heuristic localized solutions  
o to the minimum equally effective DTCDS problem 

• Study the performance of the proposed methods  
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Preliminaries  
• Routing in DTNs 

o Epidemic routing (blind flooding) 

• No prediction 

• Optimal latency 

• Large buffer capacity 

o Deterministic routing 

• Network movement is (partially) scheduled 

• The shortest path can be calculated  

• Node trajectory is designable to assist routing performance 

o In between 

• Use past information to predict future movements 

• Each node makes a decision upon each received message: cost 
expensive 

o Proposed work 

• Use past information to derive a weighted graph, and 

• Form a network “backbone” for message forwarding, to 

• Limit the copies of messages & provide a latency guarantee 
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Preliminaries 

• Connected dominating set (CDS) 
o In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs)  

o Used to approximate a virtual network backbone 

o Each node is either in the CDS or has a one-hop neighbor in the set 

o Minimum CDS: NP-complete 

• CDS construction 
o Localized approach 

• Local h-hop information 

• No propagation  

o Existing algorithms 

• Marking process 

• Rule k 

• Coverage condition 
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Network Model 
• A DTN with n nodes,  

o       : meeting frequency (MF) 

o            : expected data delivery latency  

 

o                       : the expected data delivery latency    

                            of path  

• Derived weighted graph for a DTN 
o   

o A time-space model 

o   

o             : no link between nodes 
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R = a1,a2,...,am

w(u,v) = fuv

G = (V,E,w)

fuv = 0
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Fig. 2. Weighted graphs derived from a DTN. (a), (b), (c), and (e) are DTN
status at time t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 , (d) and (f) are the derived weighted graphs
for this DTN at different times.

(a) ∼ (c) and (e) are their contacts records at different time

t1, t2, t3, and t4. An edge in these figures indicates the wireless

connection. (d) then is the weighted graph derived to represent

this DTN at t3, and (f) is the updated weighted graph at time

t4 when more contact information is accumulated. Note that

an edge in the weighted graphs (d) and (f) indicates that a

connection is available during a certain period of time (with

some expected delay). The edge weight indicates the meeting

frequency during that time. Note that, different from the graph

derived from a MANET or a WSN, the weighted graph for a

DTN is not a unit disk graph.

Therefore, the adaptiveness of the proposed backbone-based

routing method is realized by this network modeling approach,

and is delivered in an easy and natural way. Over time, if

nodes get more information on meeting frequency, the derived

graph will be more dense (i.e. more edges and greater average

node degree). The following proposed algorithm does not need

to adjust in response to the different degrees of obtained

knowledge, and hence, will be less complex.

For a path R = a1, a2, . . . , am , the expected path delivery

latency indicates the delay of messages delivered between end

nodes a1 and am via the intermediate nodes along this path,

which can be calculated as

E(lR ) = Σm − 1
i = 1

1

f i ( i + 1)

. (2)

B. A Delay Tolerant Network Backbone

With the above definitions and assumptions, we may use

an undirected, weighted graph, G = (V, E , w), to represent

a DTN, where each mobile device is a node, in set V , and

for any two nodes u and v, if f uv > 0, there is an edge

between u and v in set E . In real application, we may also

include an adjustable system parameter f t h r es as a meeting

frequency threshold. Such that only when f uv > f t h r es , the

edge between u and v exists. Larger f t h r es helps to reduce

the number of edges, simplify the graph, and hence reduce

the running time of the following proposed algorithm. Smaller

f t h r es generates a denser graph, and a smaller forwarding node

set is expected to be achieved. The graph G is a weighted

graph, with w(u, v) = f uv .

In such a graph, edges between nodes indicate that these

two nodes will meet within a certain period of time, instead

of directly connecting, as in other wired or wireless networks.

Here, the virtual network backbone concept can be interpreted

as a four-dimensional backbone.

A delay tolerant network backbone is then a subset of the

nodes in the DTN, such that each node in the network can

send messages to any other node in the network with the

forwarding by only the backbone nodes. For non-backbone

nodes, they are involved in the transmission only if they are

the source. Note that, the forwarding here is not broadcasting

since a backbone node needs to forward to its neighbor, one by

one, upon encounters. Therefore, the forwarding node needs to

keep record of to which neighbor it has forwarded the message

and for a same message, and only forwards to each neighbor

once.

The design goal here is two-fold.

1) Efficiency. The selected backbone should be small, such

that limited copies of the message are propagated in the

network.

2) Effectiveness. Although instead of blind flooding, only

a partial node set forwards the message, the expected

end-to-end delivery latency should not be affected.

C. The Delay Tolerant Connected Dominating Set

The connected dominating set is widely used to construct

an efficient virtual network backbone in MANETs. Inspired

by this, we define a delay tolerant connected dominating set

(DTCDS), to approximate the delay tolerant network backbone

of a DTN.

The main idea is that, given the weighted graph derived

using the above method, a subset of nodes are selected such

that they are connected among themselves, and every non-

selected node has at least one selected node as a neighbor.

Definition 1: (DTCDS) Given a DTN, a weighted graph

G = (V, E , w) is derived, with V being the mobile node set,

E being edges between any two nodes when their meeting

frequency is greater than 0, and w(u, v) = f uv being the

weight function. Consider a subset of nodes V ⊆ V , and

E = { (u, v)|u, v ∈ V , (u, v) ∈ E} , such that

1) (V , E ) is connected, and

2) ∀v, v /∈ V ,∃u, u ∈ V , f uv > 0.

Note that the definition of DTCDS is the same with that

of the traditional CDS when the graph is given. It is special



Delay Tolerant Network Backbone 

• A subset of nodes in the derived weighted graph 

o Each node can send a message to any other node  

o Only nodes in the backbone will forward messages 

o Note: forwarding is not broadcasting 

• Design goals 

o Efficiency 

• small backbone to limit message copies 

o Effectiveness 

• expected end-to-end delay is bounded 
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The Delay Tolerant Connected 

Dominating Set (DTCDS) 

• A subset of the DTN graph, such that 

o The subsets are connected among themselves 

o Every non-selected node has at least one selected node 

as a neighbor 

• DTCDS is the same with CDS 

• A smaller DTCDS is desired 
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The Minimum Equally Effective 

DTCDS 
• The DTCDS 

o With the smallest number of selected nodes 

o The expected delivery latency between any two nodes is the 

same with that when all nodes forward messages 

 

 

 

Traditional CDS: 1, 2 

Minimum Equally Effective 

DTCDS: 1, 2, 6 
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Fig. 1. A sample DTCDS in dark nodes (nodes 1, 2, and 6). Nodes 1 and
2 (in double-circle) form a traditional connected dominating set.

more dense (i.e. has a higher average node degree) if more

information on node meetings is obtained.

The virtual backbone in MANETs is virtual in that the

connections are wireless, while this proposed virtual backbone

for DTNs is “virtual” in that, over time, the intermittent

connections among nodes form a network backbone and

can provide delivery for delay tolerant messages. Routing in

DTNs based on the virtual backbone will be adaptive since

the construction of the backbone depends on the collected

information of nodes’ past meeting frequency. With more

knowledge, the generated backbone will be more efficient,

i.e. relatively smaller in size. In an extreme case when no

prediction is available, the backbone will be the entire network,

where only epidemic routing or other flooding based methods

then may be applied.

Due to the similarity between virtual network backbone for

MANETs and the delay tolerant network backbone for DTNs,

we further put forward the delay tolerant connected dominat-

ing set (DTCDS) concept to approximate the delay tolerant

network backbone. Taking both efficiency and effectiveness

into consideration, we accordingly formalize the minimum

equally effective DTCDS problem. That is, a DTCDS that is

with the minimum nodes (efficiency) and maintains the same

expected message delivery latency with that in the original

DTN (effectiveness).

A localized solution is even more desired in DTNs than

in MANETs, since the information concerning the whole

network is hard to collect in an intermittently connected

network. We design the accumulated node coverage condition

for the minimum equally effective DTCDS problem, where

each node, after obtaining the meeting frequency with other

nodes, decides whether to serve as DTCDS node and help with

forwarding or withdraw in a localized manner.

Figure 1 is a sample DTCDS in dark nodes. The weighted

graph is derived to represent the DTN where the number

over each edge is the past meeting frequency of the two

end nodes. Two nodes without an edge are not meeting.

With the forwarding by only dark nodes, any message can

be delivered end-to-end. Additionally, the expected end-to-end

delay remains the same with that of when all nodes forward

messages (see Section III for a detailed calculation on this

example).

This paper focuses on using the DTCDS concept to con-

struct a delay tolerant network backbone for DTN routing.

The main contributions are

1) Delay tolerant network modeling.We design a modeling

approach to derive a weighted graph for the DTN, which

provides adaptiveness in regard to the different degrees

of available knowledge on node movement pattern and

the prediction on delivery latency.

2) The delay tolerant network backbone concept. We put

forward the concept of a delay tolerant virtual net-

work backbone that can be constructed on the derived

weighted graph, for effective and efficient routing in

DTNs.

3) The DTCDS problem. We develop the delay tolerant

connected dominating set (DTCDS) concept as an ap-

proximation to the delay tolerant network backbone,

and formalize the minimum equally effective DTCDS

problem with analysis.

4) Heuristic localized solutions to the minimum equally

effective DTCDS problem. We propose an approach to

construct a small and efficient DTCDS for routing.

5) Performance analysis. We study the performance of the

proposed methods through both theoretical analysis and

simulations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II introduces some preliminary works in both DTN

routing methods and connected dominating set construction.

Section III presents the proposed concept of delay tolerant

connected dominating set, and formalizes the problem of

minimum equally effective DTCDS. Section IV describes the

proposed local heuristic algorithm for the minimum equally

effective DTCDS. A performance study through simulation is

presented in Section V. The paper concludes in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We first review some related work on DTN routing and

connected dominating set (CDS) construction approaches in

MANETs.

A. Routing in DTN

With intermittent connection, any routing approach devel-

oped for DTNs implements message delivery in the manner of

“store-carry-forward” [4]. Different routing approaches have

different ways for the node with a message to decide whether

to forward, whom to forward to, and how many times to

forward when connections are presented. These decisions are

made according to the knowledge obtained on the future

movement and connection status of the nodes. The routing

approaches can be classified into the following categories

based on the different degrees of the network behavior pre-

diction [27].

When no prediction is available, blind flooding is the only

way to provide message delivery with optimal latency. In

DTNs, the blind flooding idea is called epidemic routing [22].

In epidemic routing, a node with a message will transfer the

message to all other nodes that it meets who do not have this

message. The delivery ratio is very close to optimal. However,

large buffer capacity is needed. In another version of epidemic

routing, the source will only delivers to the destination when

they meet [6]. In this case, message propagation is eliminated,



Localized Heuristic Solution 

• Accumulated delivery latency 
o Inspired by the flow network concept  

o The meeting frequency of two nodes via different paths can be 

added 

o With d node disjoint paths connecting two nodes: 
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Localized Heuristic Solution 

• Accumulated Node Coverage Condition (ANCC) 

o A node, v, is withdrawn from the DTCDS if, for any two 

neighbors of it, u and w, a group of disjoint path exists, such 

that 

• Each intermediate node on any path has a higher priority 

than node v, and 

• The accumulated delivery latency of the group of paths is 

smaller than or equal to the delivery latency of path u, v, w.  
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Accumulated Node Coverage Condition. Node v is un-

marked if, for any two neighbors of v, u and w, a group

of replacement paths, R1, R2, . . . , Rt , exists connecting u to

w such that

1) each intermediate node (if there is any) on any replace-

ment path Ri , (i = 1, . . . , t) has a higher priority than

v, and

2) the accumulated delivery latency of the group of re-

placement paths is smaller than or equal to the delivery

latency of path u, v, w. That is

E(L uw ) ≤ E(lR ) =
1

f uv

+
1

f vw

. (4)

Based on the accumulated node coverage condition

(ANCC), we design the following localized ANCC algorithm

for the minimum equally effective DTCDS (shown in Algo-

rithm 1).

Algorithm 1 ANCC algorithm

[1.] Each node sets up the meeting frequency for each neighbor
by recording its having met with them, and exchanges this
information with neighbors.
[2.] Each node determines its status (marked/unmarked) using
the accumulated node coverage condition.

Note that Algorithm 1 is dynamic. When each node applies

this algorithm, step 1 is first conducted and should be per-

formed during the entire lifetime of this node. On the other

hand, only when enough new/updated information is collected

from step 1, step 2 will be triggered. In another words, if the

movement pattern of this node is relatively stable, its status

(being marked or not, serving as backbone node or not) will

also be stable, and step 2 will not be performed very often.

In the example in Figure 1, node priority is its ID, and a

smaller ID indicates higher priority. Based on the accumulated

node coverage condition, node 3 withdraws. There are two

node disjoint paths, 2 → 1 → 6, and 2 → 4 → 6, connecting

the two neighbors (nodes 2 and 6) of node 3. The accumulated

delivery latency of these two paths is 1
1

( 1 / 7) + ( 1/ 7)
+ 1

( 1 / 6) + ( 1 / 9)

=

0.19. The delivery delay of path 2 → 3 → 6 is 1
4

+ 1
10

= 0.35,

which is greater than that of the replacement paths. With the

nodes on those replacement paths having higher priority than

that of node 3, node 3 is safe to withdraw. Node 4, 5, and

7 all withdraw according to the accumulated node coverage

condition. Node 6 fails to withdraw because, for its neighbor

pair nodes 1 and 3, although there exists a replacement path

1 → 2 → 3, the delivery latency is 0.39, and is greater

than that of path 1 → 6 → 3 (which is 0.27). Note that

the coverage condition [24] for CDS will generate a virtual

network backbone of nodes 1 and 2 only, as shown in the

figure with the double-circle nodes.

Theorem 2: Given a weighted graph G = (V, E , w), V

generated by ANCC algorithm constructs a DTCDS.

Proof: The DTCDS for a weighted graph derived from a

DTN is the same concept with CDS in a MANET. Therefore,

1

S u v w t

R2

R

Fig. 3. Accumulated Node Coverage Condition.

if a CDS is generated by the ANCC algorithm, then a DTCDS

is achieved as well.

Note that the first requirement in the proposed accumulated

node coverage condition is the node coverage condition in

[24] for the CDS problem. That is, a marked node set V by

requirement 1 is a CDS. Since marked node set V by both

requirements in accumulated node coverage condition has the

property of V ⊆ V , V is a CDS for the graph, and hence,

it is also a DTCDS for the original DTN.

B. Property

We have shown the correctness of the proposed localized

algorithm. We now prove its effectiveness.

Theorem 3: Routing with only marked nodes by the ANCC

algorithm forwarding has the same performance as routing

with all nodes forwarding in terms of message delay.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that a

message is sent from node s to node t in the DTN. Using the

method of blind flooding, the first arrived copy of the message

is transferred through the network via a “shortest path”, given

the weight of each edge being the message delivery latency

between these two nodes.

As shown in Figure 3, this shortest path is

s, . . . , u, v, w, . . . , t . We can also assume that v is withdrawn

based on the accumulated node coverage condition. That is,

v will not help to forward this earliest copy of the message.

According to the accumulated node coverage condition, v is

withdrawn because there exists a group of node disjoint paths

with the accumulated message delivery latency smaller than or

equal to that of path u, v, w. Therefore, although v, which is

on the shortest path from s to t , is not forwarding, the detour

the message (and its copies) takes does not delay the delivery

any longer.

Figure 4 is a sample delay tolerant network backbone

generated by ANCC. There are 50 nodes in the DTN. There

are 28 dark circle nodes who are selected as the delay tolerant

network backbone; 24 double-circle nodes are selected as a

CDS by the node coverage condition [24].

C. Discussion

The proposed ANCC algorithm is adaptive in that the

amount of selected forwarding nodes depends on the degree

of obtained knowledge on the history of nodes’ contacts.

In the initial state before any information is collected, the

derived graph only contains nodes with no edge. No node

withdraws, and the routing is the extreme blind flooding case.

When nodes accumulate meeting frequency with other nodes,

each of them runs ANCC to decide whether to withdraw.



Localized ANCC algorithm 

Accumulated Node Coverage Condition. Node v is un-

marked if, for any two neighbors of v, u and w, a group

of replacement paths, R1, R2, . . . , Rt , exists connecting u to

w such that

1) each intermediate node (if there is any) on any replace-

ment path Ri , (i = 1, . . . , t) has a higher priority than

v, and

2) the accumulated delivery latency of the group of re-

placement paths is smaller than or equal to the delivery

latency of path u, v, w. That is

E(L uw ) ≤ E(lR ) =
1

f uv

+
1

f vw

. (4)

Based on the accumulated node coverage condition

(ANCC), we design the following localized ANCC algorithm

for the minimum equally effective DTCDS (shown in Algo-

rithm 1).

Algorithm 1 ANCC algorithm

[1.] Each node sets up the meeting frequency for each neighbor
by recording its having met with them, and exchanges this
information with neighbors.
[2.] Each node determines its status (marked/unmarked) using
the accumulated node coverage condition.

Note that Algorithm 1 is dynamic. When each node applies

this algorithm, step 1 is first conducted and should be per-

formed during the entire lifetime of this node. On the other

hand, only when enough new/updated information is collected

from step 1, step 2 will be triggered. In another words, if the

movement pattern of this node is relatively stable, its status

(being marked or not, serving as backbone node or not) will

also be stable, and step 2 will not be performed very often.

In the example in Figure 1, node priority is its ID, and a

smaller ID indicates higher priority. Based on the accumulated

node coverage condition, node 3 withdraws. There are two

node disjoint paths, 2 → 1 → 6, and 2 → 4 → 6, connecting

the two neighbors (nodes 2 and 6) of node 3. The accumulated

delivery latency of these two paths is 1
1

( 1 / 7) + ( 1 / 7)
+ 1

( 1 / 6) + ( 1 / 9)

=

0.19. The delivery delay of path 2→ 3 → 6 is 1
4

+ 1
10

= 0.35,

which is greater than that of the replacement paths. With the

nodes on those replacement paths having higher priority than

that of node 3, node 3 is safe to withdraw. Node 4, 5, and

7 all withdraw according to the accumulated node coverage

condition. Node 6 fails to withdraw because, for its neighbor

pair nodes 1 and 3, although there exists a replacement path

1 → 2 → 3, the delivery latency is 0.39, and is greater

than that of path 1 → 6 → 3 (which is 0.27). Note that

the coverage condition [24] for CDS will generate a virtual

network backbone of nodes 1 and 2 only, as shown in the

figure with the double-circle nodes.

Theorem 2: Given a weighted graph G = (V, E , w), V

generated by ANCC algorithm constructs a DTCDS.

Proof: The DTCDS for a weighted graph derived from a

DTN is the same concept with CDS in a MANET. Therefore,

1

S u v w t

R2

R

Fig. 3. Accumulated Node Coverage Condition.

if a CDS is generated by the ANCC algorithm, then a DTCDS

is achieved as well.

Note that the first requirement in the proposed accumulated

node coverage condition is the node coverage condition in

[24] for the CDS problem. That is, a marked node set V by

requirement 1 is a CDS. Since marked node set V by both

requirements in accumulated node coverage condition has the

property of V ⊆ V , V is a CDS for the graph, and hence,

it is also a DTCDS for the original DTN.

B. Property

We have shown the correctness of the proposed localized

algorithm. We now prove its effectiveness.

Theorem 3: Routing with only marked nodes by the ANCC

algorithm forwarding has the same performance as routing

with all nodes forwarding in terms of message delay.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that a

message is sent from node s to node t in the DTN. Using the

method of blind flooding, the first arrived copy of the message

is transferred through the network via a “shortest path”, given

the weight of each edge being the message delivery latency

between these two nodes.

As shown in Figure 3, this shortest path is

s, . . . , u, v, w, . . . , t . We can also assume that v is withdrawn

based on the accumulated node coverage condition. That is,

v will not help to forward this earliest copy of the message.

According to the accumulated node coverage condition, v is

withdrawn because there exists a group of node disjoint paths

with the accumulated message delivery latency smaller than or

equal to that of path u, v, w. Therefore, although v, which is

on the shortest path from s to t , is not forwarding, the detour

the message (and its copies) takes does not delay the delivery

any longer.

Figure 4 is a sample delay tolerant network backbone

generated by ANCC. There are 50 nodes in the DTN. There

are 28 dark circle nodes who are selected as the delay tolerant

network backbone; 24 double-circle nodes are selected as a

CDS by the node coverage condition [24].

C. Discussion

The proposed ANCC algorithm is adaptive in that the

amount of selected forwarding nodes depends on the degree

of obtained knowledge on the history of nodes’ contacts.

In the initial state before any information is collected, the

derived graph only contains nodes with no edge. No node

withdraws, and the routing is the extreme blind flooding case.

When nodes accumulate meeting frequency with other nodes,

each of them runs ANCC to decide whether to withdraw.
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Discussion 
• Routing with only marked nodes by ANCC forwarding 

has the same performance as routing with all nodes 

forwarding, in terms of message delay 

• The ANCC algorithm is adaptive 
o Smaller forwarding node set with more accumulated knowledge on 

nodes’ contacts 

o Existing DTN routing can be applied to ANCC to reduce forwarding 
when there is no optimal latency requirement  

o ANCC can be relaxed to achieve a smaller forwarding set with an 
acceptable increased latency 

• The accumulated delivery latency of the group of paths is smaller 
than or equal to k times the delivery latency of path u, v, w.  

o When deriving the graph with the weight being contact probability, 
the forwarding set generated by ANCC guarantees an optimal end-
to-end delivery ratio 
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Simulation 

• Adjustable parameters 
o Number of nodes n: 20~160 

o Average node degree d: 6, 18, 30 

o Number of hops of local information h: 2, 3, 4 

o Range of meeting frequency for weight assignment r: 10, 50, 100 

o Relaxation factor k: 1, 2, 3 

• Performance metrics 
o The size of the forwarding node set 

o Expected average message delivery latency 
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Simulation Summary 

• Forwarding set size 
o ANCC reduces the size of forwarding set by 50% to 80%, with 

different graph densities 

o More local information helps to reduce the size 

o A graph being more dense helps to reduce the size 

• The expected delivery latency 
o when k is 2, it is 1.5 times of that of the optimal solution, and  

o 2 times that of when k is 3 
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Conclusion & Future Work 

• A modeling method for DTNs 

• A concept of delay-tolerant network backbone 
o Reduced number of message copies 

o Optimal performance in terms of end-to-end delay 

• A formalized minimum equally-effective delay-

tolerant connected dominating set problem 
o Approximate  delay-tolerant network backbone 

• A heuristic localized algorithm  

• Future work: consider more realistic system settings, 

limited buffer size, etc.  
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Questions? 
Thank you! 
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